Announcement sent-to user list ordering is strange

When you add an announcement, the visible-to user list ordering is strange. Groups are on top and in alphabetical order but users are not and are re-ordered when one is moved to the selected-users part.

Associated revisions
Revision 699f26c5 - 13/01/2015 15:43 - Julio
Fixing default user list order see #7441

History
#1 - 13/01/2015 15:44 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Needs more info
- Target version set to 1.10.0
I just added a fix here:
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/699f26c5ff54c70b18ae0381a26b43c1188c0f07

#2 - 04/04/2015 02:08 - Yannick Warnier
- Category set to Announcements
- Status changed from Needs more info to Needs testing
- % Done changed from 0 to 90
Jan, care to review on https://unstable.chamilo.org/ and confirm you are satisfied by the fix? Otherwise we will close this task in 5 days or a little more.

#3 - 18/04/2015 07:00 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Yannick Warnier
- % Done changed from 90 to 100
Closing (no feedback)
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